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During the last 20 years there has been a great deal of interest in the 
mathematical and engineering literature in the use of algebraic approaches in 
the analysis of linear time invariant systems of differential or difference 
equations. Accompanying this effort there have been numerous books on 
linear systems both from an engineering and a mathematical viewpoint 
including several by the author, Stephen Bamett, It is natural to wonder 
whether this volume has anything to add. That this well written book does 
make a contribution is as much due to the way in which it is written as to the 
facts presented. 
The book has a definite focus which is the interplay between 
1. The theory of scalar and matrix polynomials. 
2. The theory of linear time invariant control systems of difference or 
differential equations. 
3. Matrices having companion, Sylvester, or Bezoutian forms, and tabular 
arrays (Routh algorithms). 
Almost all of the results presented on topics 1 and 2 are either proved by or 
related to topic 3. This volume is not a complete discussion of any of the three 
topics, but is an excellent discussion of the intersection of the three theories. 
Chapter 1 discusses the companion matrix, Sylvester’s resultant matrix, 
the Bezoutian matrix, and the Routh array and how they apply to the greatest 
common divisor of polynomials. Chapter 2 introduces control systems and 
discusses the interrelationship between the control problems of controllability 
and observability and topics 1 and 2. Chapter 3 examines topics 1 and 2 and 
the control problems of stability and root (eigenvalue) location. Then Chapter 
4 extends topics 1, and 2 to polynomial matrices and relates them to the 
control problems of feedback and realization. Finally, Chapter 5, generalizes 
the preceding chapters to generalized polynomials. Chapters 1-4 are all of 
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accepted importance in control theory. Chapter 5 deals with some recent 
investigations of the author whose applicability is still being developed. 
There are several nice features to this volume. There are an index, 
notation index, and a 400 item bibliography, although all referencing is done 
in separate bibliographic sections at the end of each chapter. Almost every 
algorithm, theorem, and formula is illustrated by particular, worked out, 
numerical examples. There are numerous exercises which cover not only 
routine numerical examples, but also applications and theoretical facts. Some 
solutions are provided. Even if a reader is not doing the exercises, he should 
read them since they are part of the ongoing development. This volume is 
probably more immediately accessible to the mathematical reader than much 
of the engineering literature since Barnett takes the time to define what is 
meant, e.g., by an “observer,” “pole placement,” “state feedback,” “output 
zeros,” etc. In fact, a conscious effort is made to give both the engineering 
(electrical) and mathematical terminology when they differ. The actual pre- 
sentation usually uses the mathematical nomenclature when there is a choice. 
This volume presupposes a solid working familiarity with linear algebra, 
(there are no review sections) and an elementary knowledge of the Laplace 
transform and differential equations. Due to the books emphasis, there are 
other books which are possibly better for a standard first course in control 
theory. For example, there is (intentionally) relatively little discussion of 
numerical considerations, robustness, or optimality. However, the book could 
be used for a linear time invariant course. It would be excellent for indepen- 
dent study, special topics courses, or as a reference. 
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